Ultra-short echo time imaging with multiple echo refocusing for porous media T2 mapping.
T2 relaxation time measurement is a powerful tool to distinguish signal components in porous media. As T2 weighting is generally achieved by spin-echo based methods, it is very challenging to capture very short T2 relaxation time components, approximately 1 ms, with high resolution spatial encoding. It is especially challenging when T2 relaxation times of the other signal components are not known a priori. We propose a method, combining ultrashort echo time (UTE) imaging with multiple spin echo refocusing, to generate a series of images with T2 weighting. The T2 decay curves for each image voxel were extracted, and multiple T2 relaxation components were quantitatively evaluated. The method has been applied to a fast relaxation system, namely, moisture content in wood samples to differentiate cell wall (bound) water and cell cavity (lumen) water.